
D3782 MARTYR’S LANE, WOKING 

PROPOSED REDUCTION OF SPEED LIMIT FROM DE-RESTRICTED 

(NATIONAL) SPEED LIMIT TO 40MPH 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

Martyr’s Lane is approximately 830 metres long and forms a direct link between the 

A245 Woodham Lane and the A320 Chertsey Road (the roundabout junction with 

the latter sometimes being referred to as the Mclarens Roundabout, for the adjacent 

Mclaren Technology Centre). 

For approximately 790 metres north-westwards from its junction with the A245 

Woodham Lane, Martyr’s Lane is subject to the national, de-restricted speed limit.  

There are two uncontrolled pedestrian crossings along this length of road, which are 

used by members of the New Zealand Golf Club to move between different parts of 

the golf course. 

This length of road also includes the Woking Community Recycling Centre, which 

can cause queuing traffic on Martyr’s Lane even outside of peak periods and busy 

weekends, these queues can be significant. 

The presence of this length of national speed limit between the 50mph on the A320 

and the 40mph limit on the A245 is slightly anomalous.  The proposed change seeks 

to remove this anomaly and provide some level of consistency with the other speed 

limits in the area.  Although the road has a good safety record, positively and clearly 

signing the lower limit should reduce the likelihood of any incidents involving traffic 

coming upon queuing traffic at the Community Recycling Centre.   

An additional benefit concerns the small gas regulation building close to the junction 

with Woodham Lane.  This was rebuilt during 2019/2020 and current regulations 

required there to be vehicle containment features between the building and the road 

to prevent vehicles from colliding with the building and the equipment inside.  Space 

was not available for containment features suitable for a national speed limit road 

(even though the proximity to the Woodham Lane junction would mean that speeds 

would never be that high at this location).  Reducing the speed limit would mean that 

the vehicle containment features would be compliant. 

At its meeting on 24 March 2021, the Woking Joint Committee approved a 

programme of works that included a review of the speed limit along Martyr’s Lane 

and allowed for this to be advertised and progressed subject to speed surveys 

confirming that such a reduction would meet the County Council’s current speed limit 

policy. 

Vehicle speeds were recorded at two points along the road, one approximately 

205metres from Woodham Lane and the other approximately 327metres.  The mean 

speeds recorded at both locations were low enough to permit the speed limit to be 

reduced to 40mph based on the County Council’s current speed limit policy and 

Surrey Police have, consequently, given their support for such a reduction. 
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